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with task
forc·e , discuss report
Chairs · · ~neet

Restr1:1cturtng task force report receives criticism
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor-In-Chief

The task force on re structuring was
taken to task Wednesday night during a
meeting with department chairs.
Murra y State University recently
released a report looking at r estructuring
the academic and academic support pro·
grams of the Univer sity and how it can
reallocate money internally by making
changes.
The report identified five objectives:
1. Increase overall enrollment
2. Raise the academ ic qua lit y of t he
Murray State graduate
3. Become more accessible to the non-tra·
ditional student
4. Offer educational opportunities to the
• gifted as well as the challenged student
5. Become more effi cient in the use of
resources
The report has caus ed controversy
around campus with the recommendations
it made concerning University funding
and merging or termination of programs.
Thomas Kind, professor of geosciences,
was angry with the task force for the recommendations made a bout his department.
The report recomm ended eliminating
baccalaureate and mast er's degree pro-

grams in geography, geology and earth sciences. These classes would still be offered
in the general education program, but will
be merged into another department. The
projected savings are $375, 536.
Kind demanded to know how the task
force reached its conclusions.
Neil Weber, chair of the department of
geosciences, said he was also confused
about the methodology used by the task
force.
The task force had a list of 15 criteria it
used to examine each program. Some of
these are : Does the program reflect the
ability to retain students? Does it prepare
graduates for discipline-related employ·
ment? Does it reflect the academic essence
of any Unive1'8ity mission? Does it serve
other essential majors/minors? Does it
support general education requirements?
Does it prove to be cost effective? Does it
attract students who would not come to
Murray State otherwise?
Ray Conklin, chair of the music department, asked why the task force did not
meet with department chairs for input in
the supposedly comprehensive study.
"Did you make comparisons with other
universities similar to ours?" Conklin
asked. "Did you look at their enrollment,
graduation rates and budgets?"

Conklin's department, along with the
art department, is facing a 25 percent cut
in its budget if the task force's recommendations are accepted.
Robert McGaughey, chair of the dep~
ment of journalism and radiOITV, said the
University would lose WKMS if it were
not subsidized anymore, which was one of
the task force's recommendations.
"It would hurt our recruiting of quality
students," he said, "and that would be cutting our own throats."
He also said the money the University
saves by making these changes should
come back to academics for salaries and
equipment.
The report said 50 percent of the money
saved over the next three years would go
to enhance faculty salaries. Twenty-five
percent would be s~t to enhance library
acquisitions, increase departmental operating budgets and fund capital equipment
needs in academic programs. The .final 25
percent would be used to fund additional
faculty and resources.
The main conflict between the task force
and the chairs concerned the ambiguity
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Stud·e nt lobbies
against hikes
By KELLY MENSER
News Editor

Just when higher education officials thought it was
safe to go back into the fund·
ing proposal busineu, student input is surfacing yet
again.
After the Council on
H igher Edueatiot'l rejected
student protests $D.d vo~ to
increase tuition for 1994-95
at its November ·meeting~ the
student body presidents:ot
the eight' ttate 'umversitie8
retUrned. to theit institutions
to appoint student govern•
ment members to a commit;;
tee :that will lobby the state
legislature concerning fundi ng for higher education.
Murray State Unive~sity's
SGA Presi dent Brian Van
Horn appointed Shannon
Barnhill, University affairs
chairperson, to r~present
MSU.
Paul Wingate of Northern
KentuCkY University is itate
coordinator for th~ Bo~d of
Student BOdy Presidenta and
chaiqnan of the lobbying
committee.
said he
asSigned each stUdent :mem- .

·ae

''We're just basically
crying out to the state
legislature. We need
their help."
Paul Wingate
NKU fobbiest

ber • individually lobby~hert
regicm'a •tate senators a:nd:
repneentatives before tlie
legiuative se&Bion begins·
J en. -'• aDd to motivate studeni:l to attend a rally in
Fril:l*:fort, th6 date for which
hAs JOt yet been set.
B..wllll eaid some of her
responsibilit~es will be to
place phone calls to and
arraage visits with legisla~
tors. She said much of the
research student lobbyists
will cite baa already been
con~d and was presented
Legi1lative
Research
Comaittee Will acquaint lobbyist& with current and past ,.
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Food service expands service Student and professor
build test laser for NASA
By TIM NOLCOX
Reporter

David Russell, senior business administration major from
Metropolis, Ill., uses the food cart in the Business Building to
pick up a little breakfast before class.

Look out Loose Bruce and
your Hot Dog Caboose.Other
food carts are moving into
the portable restaurant
arena.
Students and faculty were
glad to see tasty morsels for
sale in the Business Building
this fall as an expansion of a
program started in 1991.
As a service to the support
personnel in Sparks Hall, a
food cart is pushed from food
services filled with breakfast
items. It was well received
and soon began returning at
lunch time with sandwiches,
salads, the occasional hot
meal, drinks and extras
available at the same price
as Winslow Cafeteria.
The cart arrives about 8
a.m. for the breakfast crowd
and after leaving to restock,
returns for lunch.
The cart is well stocked
and the selection is good,
according to Lee Newby, a
receptionist clerk in the
admissions office. "I use the
cart two to three times a
week," she said.
The same service is now
available to students and faculty in Wells Hall and the
Business Building.
A food service cart first
made an apperance in Wells
~all in the spring of 1992.

A Murray State University
faculty member and student
are currently involved in a
research effort to develop a
laser for NASA.
Stephen Cobb, associate professor in physics and astronomy, and Vincent Barnett,
senior engineering physics
major from Middlesboro ,
received $4,860 from NASA
through the Kentucky Space
Grant Consortium to study the
feasibility of using a nitrogenpumped iodine photodissociation laser to provide energy
while in space. This grant is a
continuation of a similar grant
received last year to research
the laser system.
"NASA's goal is to develop
laser systems that get their
energy from the sun," Cobb
said. "'They'd like to be able to
use the sun's energy to power
up these lase1'8."
He said lasers will be used in
space tb send out beams, called
"powerbeaming," to hit solar
cells or other satellites.
Cobb said NASA would not
use the nitrogen-pumped
iodine, they would use solar·
pumped iodine.
He said lase1'8 must get their
energy from somewhere, and
the laser being developed will

r.;Jl_A_C_LO_SE_R_LOO
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AIDS

Vital Statisitics • • • • • • • • • •
The National Community AIDS PartnershlpJNCAP) was formed to
raise college students' awareness of HIV I AIDS. The NCAP has
worked on college campuses across the country and provided these
statistics:

Wednesday, the World observed World
AIDS Awareness Day,a day dedicated to
remembering those who have died from AIDS
or are infected with it.
In conjunction with this day, Th eMUrray
State News takes a closer look at HIV and
AIDS.
Find out how you can be safe and what risk
you are at as a-college student.

~· Since 1983, nearly 9;000 H,IV 1 A.IDS cases have been reported
among 13·24 year olds.
. . .
. .
.·:
• Approximately 5,000 children and young adults have died ot AIDS
since 1981.
,
• HIV I AIDS infecton among student age populations has increased
nearly 80% in the last two years.
' •

ao.c.:NCAP

By ALLISON MILUKAN
Assistant News Edt«

Story on pageS

•

.. •
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energy from a nitrogenpumped laser.
"The iodine is going to be the
atom that actually lases," Cobb
s aid. "Most of the time atoms
are down here in the ground
state, but sometimes they can
absorb energy and get to an
excited state," he said.
Once the iodine atoms fall to
ground state, Cobb said they
will emit light which will be
used in the laser.
Photodissociation is the process used to isolate atomic
iodine from a complex chemical
molecule. "When the nitrogen
laser absorbs the energy and
breaks it up, we get just the
iodine in an excited state,"
Cobb said.

The complexity of creating
this laser arises from the
scarcity of the chemical in
which iodine is found.
Secondly, Cobb said, it takes
hours of tilting and adjusting
the two mirrors used in the
laser system.
When the iodine is in its
exci~d state, light bounces
back and forth between the
mirrors, emitting infrared
light.
After researching the laser,
Cobb and Barnett will submit
a report to NASA detailing
their findings . Cobb said
NASA may try and reproduce
the J.aser in their laboratories
or they may simply agree that
the laser would work.

Attention borrowers

Index

Students who borrowed from the
Stafford Student Loan Program (bank
loans) and who are graduating, transferri ng or le avin g Murray State
University should attend an exit interview session before leaving Murray
State.
Five sessions of group interviews
will be conducted at 9 a.m., 10 a.m.,
11 a.m ., 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday in the Barkley Room on
the third floor of the Curris Center.
Students needing more information
on the exit interviews may contact
Gail Wright at 762-2691 .
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Classifieds................................ 1 0
Commentaries ...........................4
Assault arrests ............................ 6
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BULLETIN BOARD
Friday, Dec. 3

Waterfield Library Hours

• Last day ~ Last day to advance schedJie for the 1994 spring •

The schedule of hours for the Waterfield Library during the
final exam period will be as follows:
• Sunday, Dec. 5: 1 p.m. to midnight.
• Monday through Thursday, Dec. 6 - 9: 8 a.m. to midnight.
• Friday, Dec. 10: 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
• Saturday, Dec. 11: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
• Sunday, Dec. 12: 1 p.m. to midnight.
• Monday through Thursday, Dec. 13 - 16: 8 a.m. to midnight.
• Friday, Dec. 17: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
• Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 18 and 19: Closed.
Hours of operation during the Christmas - New Years period
will be as follows:
• Monday through Wednesday, Dec. 20 - 22: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
• Thursday, Dec. 23 through Sunday, Jan. 2: Closed.
• Monday, Jan. 3: 8 a~. to 5 p.m.

semester.
• Play - Playhouse In the park presents Babes in Toyland, 8
p.m. at Murray City Park.
• Play ~ Autumn Leaves and This is a Test, 7 p.m. in Wilson
Hall.
• Exhibition - Group baccalaureate exhibition. Runs through
Dec. 15 in Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
·Chamber music - Brass chamber music, 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall.
• Interview - Parker Hannfin Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio.
• Interview - Pepsi-Cola of Marion, Ill.

Saturday, Dec. 4

Open poetry contest
The National Library of Poetry baa announced that $12,000 in
prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North
American Open Poetry Contest. The deadline for the contest is
Dec. 31, 1993. The contest is open to everyone and entries are
free.
Any poet whether previously published or not, can be a win·
ner. Every ~m entered also has a chance to be published in a
hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem, any subject style, to The
National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704ZT, Owings Mills, MD 21117. The poem should be no more than
20 lines. and the poet's name and address should appear on the
top of the page. Entries must be postmarked by Dec. 31, 1993. A
new contest opens Jan.l, 1994.

Student composer awards
The 42nd annual BMI Student Composer Awards competition
will award $16,000 to young composers, BMI's President and
CEO, Frances W. Preston, announced today. She added that the
postmark deadline for entering the 1994 competition, which is
co-sponsored by the BMI Foundation, will be Friday, Feb. 11,
1994.
A special award, the Boudleaux Bryant Prize, will be given for
the first time in 1994 to the ~ost outstandin.g" work in the competition scored for solo violin, violin and one or two other instruments, or violin and electric tape.
The prizes, which range from $500 to $3000, are awarded at
the di.8cretion of the final judging panel.
Official rules and entry blanks are available from Ralph N.
Jackson, Director, BMI Student Composer Awards, 320 ~eat
57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019.

LEADER

Pilote by MEUI IA FARNUM

Tlna Dunn leads the Grand Entry at the Murray State Rodeo,
held Nov. 18,19 and 20 at the Expo Center.

Honors program speaker
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of the honors program at
Murray State University, was the guest luncheon speaker at the
Kentucky Theatre Association, Nov. 5 at Centre College. He discussed whether children's theater is education or entertainment,
which coincided with the days discussion of how to incorporate
drama in the classroom.

• Nativity scene - Live nativity scene, 6 p.m. at Coles
Campgound Methodist Church.
• Seminar - BIS Introductory seminar, 8:30 a.m. in Curris
Center.
• Parade - Christmas parade on Main Street, Murray.
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Babes In Toyland, 8
p.m. at Murray City Park.
·Recital - Senior trombone recital, 2 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.,
• Christmas event - Christmas in the Curris Center, 5 p.m.

Sunday, Dec.5
• Christmas event - •Hanging of the Green," 5 p.m. in the
Curris Center.
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Babes in Toyland, 2
p.m. In Murray City Park.
• Recital - Senior piano recital, 2 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.

Monday, Dec. 6
• Expo - Open riding in the Expo Center.
• Recital - Senior piano recital, 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.

Tuesday, Dec. 7

Exhibit ion
Christopher M. Thompson, a senior art major at Murray State
University, will present his baccalaureate exhibition, titled
"What!? I Graduated? (A World Gone Mad in Review)," at the
Curris Center on campus from Dec. 3 through 15.
Using the medium of pen and ink to develop a comic idea,
Thompson relays political and social views in humorous fashion.

Mail bank
The family resource center needs students and student organizations to help with a Santa Mail Bank. By shopping for children
who need clothing or other other items. Help can also be provided by sponsoring a child through donations. Call Donna Herndon
at 753-3070 or 753-3897 for more information.

• Basketball - Racer Basketball vs. Campbellsville College,
7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
• Concert - Student composers concert, 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall.
• Meeting ~ Judicial Board meeting, 5 to 6 p.m. in Cumberland
Room of Curris Center.

Thursday, Dec. 9
• Play - Playhouse in the Park presents Babes in Toyland, 8
p.m. in Murray City Park.
• Strings - String project, 7 p.m. In Curris Center.
• Meeting - A.AJN.A. University Group Alcohol and Narcotics
Abuse Support Organization, meets every Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Ohio Room.

Why Should You Buy A
Murray State Dry
T-shirt?
Ask Santa why. He'll tell
you that they make great
Christmas presents.
Get Into the spirit of
things, M urray State Spirit
that is. Show your
someone special some
Christmas spirit by giving
them a bit of Murray State
Spirit with a Murray State
"Don't Ask Why" MSU Dry
T-Shlrt.

The

You can purchase
your MSU Dry T-shirt In
Room 216C Wilson
So go ahead and
into the Spirit of things.
Santa knows "WHY" ...
... MSU DRY!
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·Forensics addresses· AIDS
By MAGGIE CARTER
Staff Writer

RELATED STORY

and KELLY MENSER

• AIDS awareness

5

Six services to be
evaluated in sPring

News Ecltof

Staff Report

purposes, forensics team
The forensics team not only
members said they look
participates in academic
forward to doing this project
competition across the United
for the community.
States, but is getting involved
"Instead of just presenting
in community activities.
them with facts, maybe we can
To promote AIDS Awareness
entertain them," said team
Week, the team will perform a
member Michelle Lauer,
reader s' t heater on AIDS at
freehman undeclared major
the local high schools Tuesday
from Florence. 'We're doing it
and Thursday. On Wednesday,
to help someone instead of just
the team will hold a free public
to get points."
performance at 7 p.m. in Room
Team members aleo said
310B ofW'llson Hall
the project promotes unity
"It i s prose and poetry
among them.
intertwined together to show
Pboto lly JUD COOK
"Instead of working
the history, prevention and
effects of AIDS," said Elizabeth Amy Waterfield, sophomore French major from Newburgh, Ind., individually, we're working
practices her character for her forensics teammates. The group together as a whole," said
Bailey·Smith, forensics coach.
Trish Crider, senior speech
Erin Lucas, assistant coach will hold a free p ublic performance Wednesday night.
major from Marion, Ky.
and graduate student in
organizational communications, said the controversial HBO movie, And the Band
Edye
Fourshee,
sophomore
readers' theater is basically a play without Played On.
environmental engineering major from
Bailey-Smith said the team decided to Cadiz, said etudents may not think AIDS
props. She said there are no special
get
the message about AIDS out to the can affect them . She said the forensics
costumes or lighting, but that it is similar
community
in an original way. She said presentation may make students
to storytelling.
the
program
will be effective if only one reconsider this belief by providing
Lucas said different parts of literature
is
more
careful.
person
were combined to create the theme. These
characters students can relate to.
include short stories, articles from
Although they usually prepare speeches
"It makes it a little bit more real,"
perio dicals and sections of the and presentations for competition Fourshee said.

The Student Services Evalu ation Committee held an
informational meeting Wednesday night to update services
on the status of committee proceedings.
Jason Hawkins, committee chairman, said members have
identified 21 student services to evaluate, six of which will
be considered early next semester. He said the others may
be evaluated in the fall of 1994.
The six services to be initially evaluated are the Office of
Cooperative Education and Placement, campus recreation,
the Currie Center, student activities, student organizations
and student health services.
Each evaluation will be based on a p~sentation to the
committee by the director of the service, responses to a
preliminary questionnaire and a possib le second
presentation. Roberta Garfield, director of health services,
suggested that committee members visit services to better
understand their functions. Hawkins agreed, saying, "We
can't make a good evaluation if we don't know what you're
talking about and if we haven't seen it."
After completing the evaluation, the committee will make
recommendations to the Student Senate, the associate vice
president for Student Affairs and the Board of Regent& as to
the validity of the services provided by the organization.
The Student Services Evaluation Committee is part of the
Student Government Association and consists of eight
students from SGA. Advisers to the committee are tbe
director of the Currie Center, coordinator of stu dent
activities and a representative from the budget office.

Accounting Society congratulates
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Dixieland Center
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753-6745

814 B. 4th St.
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AmyFe
1

Good Food At Reasonable Prices
And Check Out Our
Weekly Special.

on being selected
as a

Summer 'O~

Barbealed Ribs, Plsh,
Cblcken,Cowury Ham, a:
Homemade Dessens

counselor
Love, your sisters

7530045
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r
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r for making it all possible. r

A
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NEW LOCATION &NEW HOURS
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Monday- Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
10 a .m.- 8 p .m.
10 p .m.- 6 p.m.
1 p .m. - 5 p.m.

CD Box Set
Nez.u & Used CDs & Cassettes

Terrapin Station
753-8926

~I

-==;=~.JBE

-

Plea

Restaurant and Market

10 Minute
Oil Change

Olympic Plaza
Sunday •Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Quality, Reliable
Service You Can
Depend On For Your
Car Or Truck.
Two Convenient Locations

d

-

..

:!!&

?

.,.

Five Points
759-1529

.

C' :o-e~..a~~-c=

4 p.m.· 9 p.m.

753·6149

• No Appointments Necessary •

641 South
753-4462

11 a.m. •8 p.m.
11 a.m.· 9 p.m
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Education key to
preventing AIDS

JENNIFER
STEWART
Asst.Campus
Life Editor

Student defends
equine program,
questions cuts

In conjuctiol). with World AIDS Awareness Day,
we would like to convey an extremely serious
message to eV'eryone.
Regardless of whether you are male, female,
black, white, Hispanic, homosexual, heterosexual,
bisexual, poor, rich, old, young, from a small
town, from a big city, a drug user, religious or
hedonistic -AIDS does not discriminate.
We are all at risk, but we have the power to stop
the spread of this horrible disease. We can save
ourselves and our loved ones from AIDS by
educating ourselves about it.
The information is out there. Not having access
to the information is not an excuse. Our
generation in particular has been saturated with
public service announcements about the dangers
of sexually transmitted diseases and the
importance of practicing safe or at least safer sex.
It is time we take the advice seriously. If we do
not change our behaviors now, we will all
inevitably suffer the consequences.
AIDS can be spread through intercourse and
other sexual interactions, but we should
remember the risk of AIDS is always in our lives.
Anytime we are in contact with any sort of
bodily fluids, we should be careful. This means
French kissing does not even qualify as safe sex.
If you think you have no need to be worried
about contracting the disease, think again.
Currently, the fastest growing group contracting
the virus consists of heterosexual, young adult
women. We should not fool ourselves into
thinking we are immune to this sickness.
Let us remember to be aware of the dangers of
this fatal, widespread, powerful disease every day
of our lives, not just during AIDS Awareness Day.

Christian does not approve
Where in the world is of UCB psychic, horoscopes
.

Murray, Kentucky?
Recently, we received some press releases whiCh
we found quite offensive. We believe some
clarification is in order.
For all of those who are not aware, Murray State
University is located in Murray, Kentucky .- not
in Paducah and definitely not in Bowling Green.
If you still do not know where Murray is, allow
us to impart this advice.
Buy a map of the state of Kentucky and look in
the southwest corner of the state. You should be
able to find a fairly large dot labeled Murray.
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Pear Editor:
Recently, the University Center Board paid a
special guest to come "speak" to the students in
the Currie Center. This guest came to tell us
our future on Monday, Nov. 15.
I suppose many people thought it was really
fun and some people thought it was a big laugh.
I, on the other hand, thought the whole thing
was a very serious matter.
While some people think reading palms, tarot
cards, runes and crystals are all recreational
pastimes, I disagree. These things should never
be taken lightly. Anyone who claims to be a
psychic, who takes fortune telling seriously, is
practicing a teligion.
A couple of definitions for a religion are: 1.)
the spiritual or emotional attitude of one who
recognizes the existence of a superhuman power
or powers. 2.) An objective pursued with zeal or
conscientious devotion.
If you had asked the psychic how she felt
about what she did, she would say that she
believed in the existence of a superhuman
power or powers and that she pursued it with
zeal and devotion because she believes in its
power. If this is indeed the case, we have a
problem.
Since this is a religion that this psychic is
practicing, which many people, including
myself, do not laugh at, why was she paid with
student funds to come and practice her religion
on our campus?
Would it be fair if Murray State University
paid a Christian or Muslim or some other

adherent to another religion to come and speak
to the students about the beliefs they held
without giving opportunity to speakers
representing other faiths? Of course not especially not in the way that the psychic was
invited.
We live in a country where, for the most part,
anyone can publicly speak about almost
anything, but when an organization uses funds
meant for people of multi...cultural backgrounds
to promote one certain religion, we should not
stand for it.
I would like an apology from the University
Center Board to the students for its actions.
This is the least it could do to make restitutions
in this matter.
I will also take the opportunity of free speech
to say, that in my faith, as a Christian, I know
God is insulted - being all-knowing, all-present,
eternal and having power over all things every time we ask anyone else, but Him, for
advice.
Going to a fortune teller or reading your
horoscope is like telling God, "Your advice ia not
good enough for me. I'd rather have someone
else's opinion."
For those who believe that fortune telling is a
gift from God, why does he also condemn it and
those who practice it in the Bible?
Jesus said, "Seek the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness first and everything else will be
taken care of." Matthew 6:33.
Jason Groppel
Senior
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"Yes, I am in the Army, so I
know all about the risks of "Yes, I do. The public is
AIDS and I am tested educated very well."
periodically because I am in
the Army."

"Yes. Especially if I use
protection and stay away from
drugs. I know I am safe from
human contact."

Can you imqjne a football
game without Racer ODe?
What about no more horseback
ridinl classes everybody wants
to take as an elective? Or, you
animal BCienM, animal health
tech and agriculture ~ora, .
no more hands-on equine
experience?
Well, this may be the near
futwe's reality becauae a sad
thine is happening at Murray
State, a school located in the
most important state in the
hone industry, a school whose
maacot is a horae. Murray
State's equine facilities have
come UDder the attack ofthe
UniliBrsity'a Task Force
Recommendation Committee.
Lite all colleges in this
Uni18r&ity, the agriculture
department, under which the
equiDe program falls, ia and
will be undergoing cuts.
The recommendation made
for tbe equine program will
esseatially nsquire a 'Virtual
eradication of the facilities,
which include over 60 horses
as well as breeding, breaking,
training and health programs.
In lddition, Murray State's
equeltrian team will no longer
be able to exist. Though few
.lmo1r ofthe team, it ia one of
the best in the country.
•
regardle88 of its lack of
support both morally and
finawciaJJy from the
Uni1ersity. The team ha8 been
the mgional champion almost
eveQ" year siDce ita
begill)ings. For the past four
yean, it has sent team
members to the national
chaapionships and has
pl"'ddlced national champions
t.b.rGigh the years.
Tbe committee that made
the• recommendations
obviausly did not take into
coruideration the aignificance
of the dift'erent aspects of the
equiDS program. It alone
brinp in students from all
over the country.
I am an example. I came
from New Jersey solely for the
equiae science program. I
wou1d have never dreamed of
comiltg halfway across the
counlry for any other reason,
and I 1mow of several others in
the ame boat.
I dl not want to say that no
budltt cuts should be
imp11mented into this
department becauae that
would not be fair to the other
departments feeling the same
finacia] wounds. But why
such a large cut that the entire
pl'OgftiDl will no longer be able
to exist?
I 8lk that the adminstrators
take a closer look at what
8C8l'8 will be made by their
proposed budget cuts. No
&c-One? No hands-on
equille experience for
agricolture, animal scienc'e
and animal health tech
students? These students
receiYe hands-on training with
canines, felines, bovines and
swine • but now no equines?
No equestrian team? A lo88 of
studmts from a wide variety of
states? No more help with FFA
and +H Days for high school
studets? No more service to
many local businesses who
reap the benefita of equine
students? That ia really sad.
AD,yone inteieated in saving
wlW has become a tradition
and an attribute ofMurray
State, I urge you to contact me
at the Murray Stau News or
the agriculture office to see
wlW you can do to help.
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AIDS -get the acts!
MSU students practice risky sex
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor-In-Chief

AIDS. It is a word that
strikes fear in the hearts of the
fearless.
Young adults of college age
are the first generation to grow
up being educated about the
spread of HIV and AIDS, but
how well is the message being
received?
Donna Taliaferro, assistant
professor of nursing at the
University of Texas Health
Science Center School, said
Murray State University
students have very low levels
of education and knowledge
about the spread of HIV. And
unfortunately, a high level of
sexual activity.
"Students also have poor
attitudes," she said. "They
don't want to be around 'people
with AIDS, they don't want to
be' in the same classroom with
them."
Taliaferro conducted a
survey of Murray State
students during the spring of
1991. Her study involved 249
individuals chosen through
random sample.
The results were startling.
Of the students who said they
were sexually active, 97
per cent reported they had
unprotected sex.
Taliaferro did a comparative

A~. DS cases reported
As ot Nov. 24, 1993, 1,169 cases of AIDS had been reported in Kentucky, As of June 1993, the
following number of cases of AIDS were reported in the following states and as of Sept. 29, 1993,
the following numer had been reported in the following counties:
Ky. & surrounding states

~est

Ky. counties

Calloway
McCraken
Graves <
.,

·;;

6

25
6.,

Marshall

1

Ballard

1

Hickman

1

Fulton

1

··::

Brlplllc bJ NOLAN I . PATTON

study at Southern Illinois
University. She said the
students there had high levels
of AIDS education.
"There was a tremendous
amount of education," she said,
"they sponsor an AIDS
awareness week, pamphlets
are sent out everyday and
there are monitors around
campus that show things about
HIV and AIDS.
"Despite the high levels of
education it did little to change
the students behaviors."
She said the students at SIU
participated in unprotected sex
with the same frequency as
Murray State students.

"Ther e is a difference
between (classifications),"
Taliaferro said. "Lower classes
know
more
than
the
upperclasses. This shows they
are getting some education in
grade schools and high schools,
but they're not getting
anymore once they get (to
Murray).
"Knowledge doesn't always
change behavior."
She said many of the
problems with young people
are they feel invincible and
therefore the threat of the
virus is not real.
"The behavior will chan ge
when your confronted with it,"

she said. "They don't see
anyone at this age dying from
it . When they see someone
their own age die from AIDS, it
will bring the message home."
Taliaferro said education
needs to start early "before
hormones set in."
Sh e also said students need
to kn ow there are other
sexually transmitted diseases
out there besides AIDS.
"Chlamydia is the number
one sexually transmitted
disease on campuses and it's
hardly talked about," she said.
AIDS is a disease that can
infect anyone Taliaferro said,

and it is not a homosexual
disease.
"It's the behavior not the
person," she said.
The following are facts
released by the American
Association for World Health:
• The
World
Health
Organization said as of June
30, 1993, 718,000 cases of
AIDS, not HIV, have been
reported world-wide . They
estimated the number was
actually closer to 2 .5 million
due to under reporting.
Wl'he fastest growing groups
being infected with the virus
are heterosexual women and
adolescents. AIDS is the sixth
leading cause of death among
15 to 3~ year olds.
lllnjecting drugs is the most
common source (50%) of
infection among women.
• You can get HIV from
sharing needles, having anal
sex, having sex with multiple
partners , having sex with
someone whose history you do
not know and a mother
infected with it can pass it on
to her baby.
IIYou can not get HIV from
mosquito or bug bites, casual
contact, being in the same
room with someone infected
with it or sharing utensils and
cups.

How AIDS invades the Body

•

[!]

The HIV virus
takes hold of
helper T-cell and
penetrates it.

~
~

Virus takes
control of T-eall.

~

••
••

Virus deposits its
genetic information into cell and
converts it into a
form that can be
integrated into
the T-eall's own
genes.
T-eall begins to
produce new
virus cells.
Original T-cell is
killed. New virus
cells begin
attacking other
T-cells.

Gl'lplllc by JOSHWILKES l HEATHER BEGLEY

Testing,counseling available for sick
By MAGGIE CARTER
Staff Writer

f

1
E

•

.,...

a

•

..For every one person with AIDS ,

Counseling is available at Murray State
University for individuals infected with there are 1DO that are HIV positive
HIV. Su pport is also available for their
and do not know it."
family and friends.
Kim Barrett, director of the Womens'
Nancey France
Center at MSU, said free supportive
director
of nursing
counseling is offered for students, faculty,
staff and their families. She said these
su pport groups can help anyone affected there is a difference between having AIDS
by AIDS.
and being HIV positive. She said HIV
"It just helps to have support groups," positive patients are more of a threat
Barrett said.
because they are not sick, yet highly
Barrett said she has only counseled two contagious. She said AIDS patients are
AIDS patients in the last two years. too sick to spread HIV.
However, she said there are several people
"For every one person with AIDS, there
who come for counseling that have a are 100 that are HIV positive and do not
family member or friend infected with know it," France said.
AIDS.
She also said if a person tests positive
"We set up supportive counseling for for HIV, it will eventually develop into
them and refer them to other groups for AIDS. This process could take anywhere
help," Barrett said.
from six month to 15 years.
Nancey France, director of nursing, said
Barrett adds that one of the biggest
people thi~k because this is western misconceptions is that only homosexuals
Kentucky, AIDS does not exist. She said 3 are at risk. Also, she said young people
to 4 years ago Kentucky was declared a often think they are invincible.
mandatory reporting state.
"Everyone is at risk," Barrett said.
"This is reporting AIDS, not HIV,"
France said AIDS patients are often
France said.
treated like lepers and people worry about
France said many people do not know
how others became infected rather than

just being their friend. She said we need
to educate people and take necessary
precau tions and practice good hygiene
habits.
"Never use another person's razor or
drink after anyone," France said.
France said there is a n~w definition for
promiscuity and that is having more than
one sex partner in a lifetime.
Barrett said people do not really
understand how AIDS is transmitted, and
victims are therefore ridiculed. She said
they often do not get the medical
treatment they need or must go to a larger
city to be treated. Barrett said people need
to treat AIDS patients like anyone with a
chronic disease. They need to be treated
like everyone else without segregation or
isolation.
•
"We need to provide support and the
best medical treatment available," Barrett
said.
Free and anonymous testing is available
at the Calloway Health Center for anyone
who needs one.
Information about AIDS or HIV can be
obtained from the Womens' Center at 7623016 or the Counseling and Testing center
at 762-6851. For further information on
AIDS calll-800-342-AIDS.

A closer look at issues in the news

Corr•ct

Use-

Condom

According to the Center For
Dise~se control, the following
rules must be adhered to to
ensure safe.condom use:
•

.

•

N

'•

• Only~ condoms
should be used. ·
• Condoms should contain
5% nonoxynol-9, which kills
HIV.
• Condoms should be
placed on the penis when it is
erect, leaving space at the tip
for the ejaculate.
• The tip of the condom is
grasped while the condom is
rolled over the entire penis.
• The condom must be in
place before entering the
partner.
• Only water-souble lubri•
cants such as K-Y jelly should
be used.
'
• After ejaculation, the
condom must be removed
while the penis is still erect.
• Unlubricated condoms
should be used during oral
sex.
Graphic by DENISE NUll

AIDS

tragedy
hits hoiDe
COMMENTARY
JENNY
WOHLLEB
Editor
In
Chief

Writing this will probably be
the hardest thing I have to do
this year. I hope to succeed
where countless campaigns,
programs and famous
spokespeople have failed: I
want to try and educate you
about AIDS.
Now, you are probably
wondering what right I have to
write about this subject.
Unfortunately, I know more
about it than I would care to,
firsthand.
I ncently found out that
someone I know and love very
much has this horrible
disease. He is not just infected
with HIV, but is already in the
full blown stage of AIDS.
I have listened to all those
programs that said soon we
would all know someone who
is inmcted with HIV. Somehow
I never thought I would. The
full impact of what everyone
has been preaching about the
past 12 years has finally sunk
in. AIDS is out there and
anyone can get it.
I hate watching my frien d
slowly slip away. I have to say
with pride that he has lived a
very dignified full life since he
found out 10 years ago that he
was HIV positive. He lived
with this burden for 10 years
without temng his family or
friends because he did not
want anyone to worry. He was
also afraid of what n.alTOWminded individuals, who
believe AIDS is a punishment
for all homosexuals, might do.
Just for the record, it is not a
gay disease.
Don't be dumb. AIDS can
happen to you, no matter what
your race, religion, gender or
sexual preference is. The best
way to fight AIDS is to educate
yourself.
'
There are three main ways
you can be safe.
1. ABSTINENCE -just do
not do itl
2. If you do have sex, always
uae a condom. They are
available, and free, at Student
Health Services.
3. Do not shoot up with
drugs; sharing needles spreads

mv.

I am scared about this
plague we are all facing. I am
frightened that I could take
every precaution in the world
only to find out later it was all
a waste because someone lied
to me . Don't be naive.
Someone may claim they are
safe and look healthy, but it
does not mean they are. Ask
yourself: are a few hours of fun
worth dying over?
AIDS is not a pretty way to
die. It makes you very sick for
a very long time while you die
by inches. Eventually,
something as simple as a cold
can kill you because AIDS
weakens the immune system.
In today's world there is no
reason not to have the facts.
Remember your ABC's of safe
sexual behavior -Abstinence,
Be faithful, Condoms. I don't
want you to have to go through
what my friend is going
through and I don't want you
to experience the pain I feel
over losing my friend to this
stupid disease.
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POLICE BEAT
November15
2:18p.m . - John Yager reported the burglary of a room In
Richmond Hall.
·
November16
9:59a.m.- Tara Gatlin reported the theft of a black Schwinn girt's
bicycle.
1:05 p.m. - Kelll Bailey reported a maroon Free Spirit girl's bicycle
stolen.
November18
12:55 p .m. - A man in the College Courts area claimed to
represent the Housing Office when he requested $20 from a resident
for an addi1ional tee. This Is not a Housing or University employee.
Anyone having information on this situation is encouraged to contact
Public Safety at 762-2222.
11 :55 p.m. -A report was received of two males 1hrowing eggs at
cars in the Faculty Hall area.
November 20
8:17 p.m. - William Cowan reported the theft of speakers from his
vehicle. The vehicle was left unlocked while it was parked near
Woods Hall.
9:31 p .m. - A female student reported she was assaulted by her
boyfriend. The case Is currently under investigation.
November21
8:29 p.m. - Kendrick Haskins reported the theft of his wallet from
Richmond Hall. The incident reportedly occurred in late October.

1:

I:

November 27
6:56a.m.- Randy Tidwell was arrested for spouse abuse at 1211
College Courts.
Information for Pollee Beat was gathered and compiled by Allison
Millikan, assistant news editor, from materials available to the pubflc
at the Public Safety office and Murray Pollee Department.

'
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Assaults related
to two arrests
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Assistant News Editor

Two
Murray
State
University students were
arrested recently by Public
Safety on fourth degree assault
and terroristic threatening
charges.
Allen Johnson, freshman
from Couway, S.C., was
arrested Nov. 29 on charges of
terroristic threatening for
violating a court stipulation
ordering him to have no
contact with the victim in a
previous case in which he was
charged with fourth degree
assault. Johnson, who pled
guilty to the original assault
charge on Nov. 8, was fined
court costs and placed on
probation.
In the original assault
charge, Johnson was accused
of grabbing and shoving a
female l'!tudent on Oct. 30,
causing her to fall and fracture
both wrists, according to an
affidavit filed by the victim
Oct, 31 in Calloway County
District Court..

'Dect tlie liaf[s witli
Cots ofpresents,

In an affidavit filed Nov. 19,
the victim said Johnson
confronted her on Nov. 18
while she was talking on the
phone and began making
harassing and terroristic
statements.

Johnson pled not guilty to
the new terroristic threatening
charge filed Nov. 30 in
Calloway County District
Court. He was lodged in
Calloway County District Jail.
Additionally, Public Safety
arrested Randy Tidwell, senior
from Murray, on Nov. 27, at
College Courts after receiving
a complaint of spouse abuse.
Tidwell was arrested on
charges of fourth degree
asault. According to the police
report, Tidwell struck his wife
on the face twice and shoved
her into a wall.

Applause

111111

Applause

American Humanics Committee
Super job of promoting the

Great American Smokeout!

ffi

Tidwell pled not guilty in
Calloway County District
Court. He is scheduled to
appear at a pretrial conference
in district court on Dec. 21.

~
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Only 22 days 'til Christmas.
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Layaways welcome
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J.T. Lee, Jeweler
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KRIS
LAWRENCE
Campus Life

Editor

Media does
poor job of
handling
penises
I remember it like it was
yesterday, coming home, seeing my roommate shivering on
the couch as though the world
was coming to an end. I had no
idea he had just learned of the
most heinous news item in the
history of mankind ... Lorena
Bobbitt and her New Age
methods of marital counseling.
The case has disproved one
myth long thought factual:
white men can jump, and they
do so whenever new facts of
this case are revealed.
The saddest part about Mrs.
Bobbitt and her soon-to-bepatented method of outpatient
surgery is that no woman on
earth can understand just how
serious a crime this is.
Women everywhere laugh
and reply with something
along the lines of "He must
have done something to
deserve it."
What must a man do to
deserve having his penis
lopped off? Is there some sort
of scientific chart that somehow calculates the necessary
physical punishment for various acts? Does someone pull
females out of class at an 8$l'ly
age and say that if a man does
this, this or this, then it's off
with his member?
"He must have done something to deserve it?" Has it
ever occurred to anyone that
some people are just a little
loopy? Believe it or not there
are people out there who are
just a couple of dirty socks
short of a full wash load.
How does one rationalize
psychotic acts by saying the
victim must have deserved it?
I'm sure all those little Asian
kids must have ridden the
heck out of Jeffrey Dahmer's
last nerve. Likewise those poor
college coeds must have tor·
mented Ted Bundy something
fierce. And there's no telling
what JFK. did to Lee Harvey
Oswald behind closed doors.
The facts are plain and simple. If the roles in this case
had been reversed, and John
Wayne Bobbitt had mutilated
his wife in Mr sleep over some
type of marital spat, he would
be portrayed as a barbarian.
Unfortunately, as is usually
the case when a penis is
involved, the media has treated the case as some sort of
sadistic Saturday Night Liue
skit, something to laugh over
the next day at work.
I don't knoy.o which is more
sad, the fact that I personally
have to assume the role of
advocate for the rights of men
and their penises or the fact
that anyone does. It's a dirty
job, but hey, someone's got to
do it.

Holiday events in Curris Center highlight weekend

20th Hanging of the Green Sunday
Staff Report

Murray State University
officially kicks off the holiday
season Sunday with a tradition that dates back to 1974.
The 20th annUal Hanging of
the Green is the University's
symbolic way of welcoming in
the holidays.
Receptions will be held on
all three levels of the Curris
Center from 4 to 5 p.m.
Serving as hosts will be
MSU President Ronald J.
Kurth, Jim Booth, provost
and vice president for academic and student affairs,
and John Fitzgibbon, interim
vice president of university
relations and administrative
services. Kurth will also offer
a Christmas greeting and
light the official tree in the
Curris Centet during the festivities.
The program will begin at 5
p.m. with seasonal music performed by the Murray State
Concert Choir, University
Chorale, the Choral Union,
the Brass Choir, Brass
Quintet and the West
Kentucky Brass Quartet.
A series of seven lessons
will be read, drawn from poetry appropriate to the season
including authors such as
Louis
Hernon,
John
Bampfylde, Richard Crashaw,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
and
Margery
Nudd
Humphreys.
Readers include Pam Rice
from the department of
health, physical education
and recreation, James I.

Pllllolly MIC~LU mNNETT

Heather Grogan, senior social work major from Murray, helps decorate the official tree In the Currie c.nter In preparation for
this weekend's activities.

Schempp from the department of speech, communication and theatre, Margaret
Hunt of WKMS-FM, Betty
White from the department of
English and Pete Lancaster of
Medical Claims Service.
The choirs will sing selec-

tiona from the Saint-Saens
Christmas Oratorio and seasonal choral music from the
16th century, as well as contemporary music.
Shay Dodson from the
department
of
music,
vocal/choral unit senior

soloist, will present Ave Maria
set to the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach by Charles
Gounod.
The audience will have the
opportunity to join with the
choirs on carols during the
program. The choirs will be

Curris Center Christmas marks second year
By SHELLEY ENGLISH
Reporter

Christmas has a different
meaning for almost everyone.
There are also a variety of
ways to celebrate Christmas.
Last year's Hanging of the
Green in the Currie Center at
Murray State was the first
time celebrations other than
the traditional ones were represented.
Last year, Saturday night
was devoted to Christmas
games, Santa Claus, refreshmenta and mule rides.
Sunday night was reserved
for a more solemn celebration,
including a choir perfor·
mance.
• been so
•sunday has always
traditional and so formal and
we just wanted to make it a
little bit different," said
Catherine Schwier, graduate
student organizational communications major from
Spring Lake, N.J., who helps
with the production of

Many events on Curris Center's s~hedule
\. ,. <:ookies.and popoorn wilfbe proVided.
·: ·
The Curris Cenwr will be decorated with ~;- Qarriage rides Will be·c>ifered starting at
its lavish traditional holiday decorations the Curris Center and traveling down Olive
Saturday for a Curris Center Christmas. Boulevard. Residents on Olive Boulevard
The celebration will be free and open to the will display light& and decorations for viewpublic.
ing during the ride.
Several organizations will be participatThe fest;ivities will include ··a visit by
ing in the festivities including SGA.j '::Dunker,and .tb.e Murray High BChoolTiger
O.rgani~ation of Murray Art Studente,_ mascot. a}I.A~-will ·s ponsor til~' .inovie
Residence Hall Association and Campus Christma.s Vacation in the Curris Center
Recreation. The Baptist Student Union, Theatre at 8 p.m.
Voices of Praise and a bandbell choir will be
Face painting will be provide by SGA and
performing as well.
the Organization of Murray Art· Students
Santa Claus ~11 also be attending the eel- will be se~·Crafta.
·
ebration. Pictures and storytelling with 'if.. · Door prizes Will. be given awaytb.roughout
, Santa will be held in the rocking chair ·, the evening and·the University Stoie will be
lounge. Free refreshments such as cider, open.for holiday shopping.
,.
StaffRep¢.t

Hanging of the Green.
"Santa's usually not at
Hanging of the Green, so he
should be there on Saturday
night," Schwier said when
referring to the changes made

in the event.
A Currie Center Christmas,
which takes place on
Saturday from 6:30-8:30pm,
will be two hours shorter than
last year.

"We thought if we cut it in
half, we would have a lot
more people coming around
the same time," Schwier said.
Events for the evening will
include a craft; show from the

0-A_S_U_C_E_O_F_I..IFE
_ ___, Health Conference
Making Scents • • • • • • • • • •
Confused about which perfume to buy for your sweetie this
Christmas? The December Consumer Reports rates the most well·
known fragrances in terms of intensity, balance, quality and, finally,
cost. CR's top women's perfumes, with cost per ounce (1.7 ounce
for cologne):
1. Gio (Giorgio Armani) $300
2. Cabochard (Parfumes Gres) $175
3. Delicious (Fred Hayman) $190
4. Chanel No. 5 Cologne $19
5. Obsession (Calvin Klein) $180
Soun:e: USA TODAY

accompanied on the piano by
Pat Bomba of the Mid·
America Remote Sensing
Center and Stacey Stalls.
Bradley L. Almquist, director of choral activities, prepared &he script and will conduct the choirs.

Gl"'pltlc lly DENISE NUU

..

Student Fellowship
First-year graduate students of mass
communications, education or humanities are
eligible for the Jesse Stuart Fellowship.
The $4,500 fellowship will be awarded to a
student for the 1994·95 academic year.
Eligible students have until March 31 to submit
an application which must include a letter
describing the student's background. interests,
honors, work experience and goals. For more
information, call 762·2387.

Murray State University will present a
series of two videoconferences on
President Clinton's health care reform
plan. The series is entitled
"Transformation of American Health
Care."
The first conference will be held
Thursday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center
for Industry and Technology.
The first conference, "Reducing Costs

Through Managed Care," will discuss
the role managed care will play in
Clinton's plan. For information, call John
Griffen at 762-2160.

Organization ofMurray Art
Studeuts, caricature drawings, pc1ppetry, refreshments,
face paintings, a Christmas
ornament sale and student
performances of Christmas
songs.
The pme room will also be
open a.Jld the theatre will be
showing Christmas movies.
Schwier said there will be a
babysitting area for children
ages tllree to six, with students md faculty members
entertaining them with games
and cartoons.
"P~le who want to come
and look around can leave
their children there while
they're in the building,"
Schwier said.
Schwier said there was a
really rood turn out last year
and thinks there will be again
this yaar because the community ia able to get involved.
"'t's fun for all ages,
whether they're little kids or
studeDte," Schwier said.

Group Art Exhibit
Murray State University's Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts Building
will display a group art exhibit through
Dec. 15.
The exhibit will represent seven
students' work including paintings,
drawings, metalsmithlng and other
artworks.
There will be a reception for the
exhibit's opening tonight at 8 p.m. at
the Eagle Gallery.
Students exhibited
are Corey
Heimke, Jeff Spicer, Krista Newell, Sam
Brockett, Ed Harriss, Brad Kelley and
Mike Breidenbach.

\
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GONE MAD

JOSHUA WILKES' WHEELER

Factory
Discount
Shoes
100 S. 5th St.
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You can dip it or you can d unk it or you c.an just f'at it!
Whichever way you choose to try Arby 's French Dip Sub
you'll fall in love with the delicious, juicy taste of lean and
tender roast beef piled high on a toasted , hearth-baked sub
roll, and dipped in our hot Au Jus. So take a dip today. It's
deflllitely difft'rent - and defmitely ,good.
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joh~~ontt.

cotfee . ..
"lbe Best Coffee In Town;
Roasted Fresh Daily

!-$1-:&g------r.\-----~

753-9419

Monday-Thursday
9a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9a.m.-8 p.m.
Sa1urday9a.m.-6p.m.
Sunday1p.m.-6 p.m.

'Don't {et the ce{e6ration of {if_e end in tragedy.
tJJon't arin~and arive tliis fio{iday season.

years

at

samP

408 N. 4th St.
Mu~ray , KY 42071

(502)
753-6779

New Tires
Brakes
Shocks
Struts
Tune Ups
Alignments
Oil Changes & Lubes
Wrecker Service

Progt:am involvesThe Concert Choir
The University Chorale
The Brass Choir &
The West Kentucky
Brass Quartet

~~~··~··.o1t

OPEN 7 P.M. -MIDNIGHT
PROPER DRESS WITH NO REVEALING A'ITIRE
•Must Be 21 With Proper I.D.•

·~

L--------------------------~

~~Saturday,
. '

expires 12-17-93

1

Sul?day, Bee. 5
Receptio11 ~5 P·ll1·
Progra111 5 P·ll1·

location.

-

~ FRE~~lDIP

~~

©fr~<S
cB-IP<S<S~

I

20

I

rn:Itfi QtwflJ Q?~

PITTMAN WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Over

!11 N. 121h St.
Mon.-Thin. 6a.m. ·11p.m.
Fri. •Sat 6a.m. • ntiiit
Sin
8a.m.• 11 p.n

"~

Bee. 4
S:30~8:30 P·Ill·-----..

Wagon Rides
Entertainment
Crafts
Cider & Cookies
Santa Claus

Christmas Vide~osL-l~
Movie-"Christmas Vacation"
Games
Door Prizes

Storytelling

Sponsored by SGA, Campus Recreation, & the Curris Center
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SPORTS
Racers hope t o recapture crown
By JEFF DREWS

for a while now, and I think
they have a very good idea of
what we want to accomplish
and bow we want to do it.
"I think that even though I
don't have an AU-American
this year, I do think I have a
roster capable of rotating good
players in and out of games at
all times.•
Another big contributor will
be 6-foot-10 center Antoine
Teague. Last season, Teague
turned in his best performance
against Tennessee State.
His 25 points were a career
high while his 12-of-13 shoot.
ing broke the MSU single
game field goal percentage
record.
"'f you take one player on the
team who is going to dominate
over a long stretch of a game,
it is going to have to be
Teague,• Edgar said. 'Td say a
large part of our success does
come from him."
Helping Teague in the front
court should be veterans
Ant wan Hoard and Jerry
Wilson.
Last season Hoard showed
the coaching staff that he could
be an effective rebounder as
well as scorer.
"I think since the day he
came in here he had a chance
to be one of our best players
because of his versatility, and
that is what he brings to the
team,• Edgar said. "He's the
only player on the team right
now that has to learn all of the
positions on the floor on
offense and defense."
His counterpart, Wilson,
provided the Racers with consistent effort. He averaged
eight points and four rebounds
last season.
"I think Jerry's improved

Staff Writer

For the first time in five
years, the men's basketball
team will not take the court as
Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Champions.
The Racers have been picked
by OVC coaches to finish second behind the defending
champion Tennessee State
University . Although head
coach Scott Edgar would like to
see his team reclaim the title,
it is not his primary concern. "I
expect myself to be a contender," Edgar said. "If there's
any pressure placed anywhere,
I want it placed on myself. I
don't want to put any pressure
on the kids. They have enough
going on in their lives."
The Racers' back court will
be full of new faces. Gone is
the Memphis Connection,
Frank Allen and Maurice
Cannon.
· Replacing them will be
senior and preseason All-OVC
pick Cedric Gumm and company. ~The Racers have a legion of
talented guards (eight to be
exact) this season and all
should contribute.
~e have a lot of speed, a lot
of quickness, a lot of good
shooting ability, a lot of good
· defensive ability and great versatility among the guards,"
said Gumm , a senior from
Bowling Green. "1 think that's
the core of our te~ this year.
If our guards play well, I think
the team will go a long way."
A deep bench should b~nefit
the Racers.
"I think our biggest strength
is depth," Edgar said. "The
strengths are we nave a lot of
returning veterans and a lot of
seniors who have been with me

each year since rve been here,"
Edgar said. *He's got a lot of
time under his playing belt
and he should be a star OVC
player."
Although he is practicing,
Edgar's only "true scorer,"
Marcus Jones, will not be able
to play until the second
semester because of academic
problems.
Jones is perhapa the team's
best interior passer and shoot.
er. He also possesses superb
court vision and excellent
speed. Jones should be a key
player if he becomes eligible.
"Marcus Jones is our scorer,•
Edgar said. "'f he has the ball
when the shot clock is at 10, he
can create something for us.
Offensively, there's not anything he can't do."
In the meantime, Edgar is
making aclju.stments.
The Racers were drubbed 9367 'in their opener against the
University of Arkansas on
Monday. Edgar coached under
the Razorback& head coach,
Nolan Richardson, at both the
University of Tulsa and
Arkansas. The Racers learned
first hand what playing a
Richardson-coached team is
like. The Razorbacks' style is
dubbed "40 minutes of hell."
And accurately so. "You can
talk about how you want to
play fast, how you want to play
quick, but they experienced
hands-on what that style of
play can do to an opponent.
They saw how much fun it can
be when you play it and how
successful it can be" Edgar
said. "I've 159en a different kind
of practice the last two days
and we're trying to do some of
the things in practice that they
(ArkanSJ18) did to us.•

Shepherd
named
AII-OVC
By MATT PEBEBOOM
Spotts Ecltor

Photo bJ

Senior center Antoine Teague Is expected to play a big part of
any success the Racers m1ght enjoy this season. He Is shown
here trying to score two of the six points he ·collected in
Murray's "40 minutes of hell" against the No . 2 ranked
Arkansas Razorbacks on Monday night. Arkansas won 93-67.

Lady Racers want to gain respect
By MATT PEBEBOOM
Sports Editor

If preseason prognisticators
were always right, there would
be no reason for most teams to
begin
their
seasons.
Fortunately, for the Lady
Racer basketball team that has
been picked to fmish tied for
eeventh in the Ohio Valley
Conference, the people predicting are human.
The Racers new head coach
Eddie Fields is instructing his
troops on the finer points of
man-to-man defense hoping a
stronger defense will offer his
team the chance to prove the
pollsters wrong.
"Coach Fields has really been
stressing defense. We've been
practicing really hard." said
Jennifer Parker, a senior
whose more than 20 points per
game average provided a glimmer during an otherwise dark
1992-93 season. "Coach Fields
is going to get the program
back on track."
Fields is senior Allison
Gallimore's third coach at
MSU. "I would have rather not
had so many coaches, but I
guess it keeps you flexible,"
said Gallimore who led the
Racers to a 96-94 overtime win
against the University of

~rly
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Evansville on Monday.
Gallimore echoed Parker's
observations of Fields. "He is a
perfectionist, but he is fairly
easy to play for," Gallimore
said. *He has been emphasizing defense - especially help
defense. Sometimes we only
worry about our own man."

Fields inherits a team that
struggled through a 6-19 campaign last season including
several second-half collapses.
"I think part of the problem
last year was not knowing how
to win. The unforced turnovers
and ,misl58d free throws didn't
help either," Fields said.
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Bulls. "Defense is a matter of
wanting to do it."
Everyone sounds as if they
are in agreement concerning
the team's goal this year. "I
want to finish higher than we
were predicted," said Parker
who has been named to the
preseason All-OVC First Team.
"I want people to respect us."
If the team does exceed the
league's expectations, the team
will make the trip to Nashville
for the conference tournament
in March. League officials
expanded the tournament field
from four to seven teams. "I
want us to get better every
game and be one of ~he top
seven finishers,~ Fields said.
"And I don't want to just show
up, I want to win games."
Gallimore understands the
team has not had much success
in the last three seasons (2752) but is confident that things
will turn around this season. "I
know we have not done much
in the past to make people
think will be very good, but I
want to prove everybody
wrong.•
Gallimore and her teammates realize teams never win
or lose because of preseason
predictions. That is why the
games are played.

Racer of t he Week

·:· .:ff::>? . :' . : •· ,.;•>':( ~-:, ... ({ i,)1h::j; '. :'' ~··~*'''f/;''"::\*~':&l., :; ·: ;k'' ...<
.. ' 1 : The followi~g Is list of 1he.Racer basketball early s~s.

"owane bavis ··

The Lady Racers opened
their season with the
Evansville game and play in
the Arkansas State Pizza Inn
Classic this weekend. They
play seven games on the road
before playing their first home
game on Dec. 18.
•It's not ideal playing away
from home so much, but it
gives us the opportunity to get
better and then come home
and show that we are a team
worth watching," said Fields
who spent the previous two
seasons as an assistant coach
for the Racer men's team.
The long absence from Racer
Arena does not bother Fields,
but a lengthy interruption in
his team's schedule does. "We. won't be in this position next
year. We might be playing well
or on a roll and this break
could slow our momentum,"
said Fields of his team's threeweek layoff following the home
opener.
With only two players more
than six feet tall, one would
think Fields is limited in what
he can implement defensively.
Fields disagrees. "It doesn't
matter how big you are. What
you do with your size is more
important," said Fields, a 1977
draft pick ofthe NBA's Chicago

Although the season is
ater, Racer football playen are still receiving.
Bat this time they are
not catching footballs,
they are collecting accolades.
Sophomore Xavier
Shepherd who caught 24
passes as the Racers•
tight end, recently
received First Team AllOhio Valley Conference
recognition from the
OVC's head football
coaches and sports information directors.
Shepherd, a sophomore
from Atlanta, Ga., was
the only Racer selected to
the first team.
Junior offensive guard
Marcus Kimbrell was
named to the second
team, while sophomore
Anthony Hutch and
senior Jermaine Scott
earned second team
defensive honors.
Wide receiver Matt
Hall and senior defensive
end Joe Lepsis were
awarded honorable mention recognition.
Racer head coach
Houston Nutt was
pleased that six Racers
earned postseason attention, but disappointed
that Lepsis did not earn
at least second team honors.
'1 thought Joe deserved
a shot at second team.
We asked him to step it
up this season and he
did," said Nutt, who guided the Racers to a 4-4
record in OVC play this
fall.
Lepsis was second on
the team in tackles-forlosses and sacks with
13.5 and 8.5 respectively.
Seniors Dave Oox and
Butch Mosby were overlooked by the voters but
not by their coach. "Dave
and Butch also deserved
at least honorable mention. Waynee (McGowan)
also had a really good
year but he is so balanced
with his running and
receiving in our offense
that he didn't get anything," Nutt said. "'t's a
numbers thing."
Middle Tennessee State
running back Kippy
Bayless and Eastern
Kentucky defensive end
Chad Bratzke earp.ed the
top individual honors.
Bayless was selected
the OVC Offensive Player
and Bratzke was tabbed
Defensive Player of the
Year.
Tennessee Tech head
coach Jim Ragland was
named Coach of the Year
for the second consecutive season. His Golden
Eagles finished the season at 8-3 overall and 7-1
in conference play.

~:l~-·~- J~~ --- _
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Former MSU basketball star Popeye Jones
is enjoying an impressive rookie year with the
NBA's Dallas Mavericks.
Through 13 games, Jones led the Mavericks
in rebounding with an average of 8.8 per
game. Popeye is also third in minutes played
for the 1-12 Mavericks. He is averaging more
than seven points per game.
His play is good enough to land him on USA
Today's Rookie Report Card which describes
his performance as a pleasant surpise.
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Allison Gallimore, a senior from
Puryear, Tenn ., has been selected
Racer of the Week.
Gallimore led the Lady Racers basketball team to a 96·94 overtime victory against the University of
Evansville on Monday.
She blistered the nets on 9-of-11
field goals, including 5-of-5 from
three-point distance. Gallimore tallied
her team-high 25 points in only 16
minutes of play. Her five three-pointers against U of E are only one less
than the six she totaled last season in
23 games.
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SCOREBOARD
Lady Racers 96, Lady Purple Aces M
Junior volleyball standout Sarah Dearworth baa been named
to the GTE/CoSIDA Academic All-District IV Second Team.
Dearworth, who was also recently selected to the All-Ohio
Valley Conference First Team, baa a 3.20 grade-point average
and is majoring in advertising.
District IV comprises student-athletes from Division I schools
in Alabama, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and Tenneasee.

MSU(96)
Cadwell2-9 ·4-5 8, Haberer 5-9 6-916, Pearson 5-7 0-2 10,
Parker 8-211-3 18, Cooper 1-6 0-0 8, Gray 0-0 0-0 0,
Gallimore 9-11 2-2 25, Bailey 0-0 ()-() 0, Shelton 6-13 3-6
16, Newcomb 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 36-78 16-27 96.
EVANSVILLE (94)
Harycki 2-6 2-3 6, Eiker 7-112-416, Padgett 11-15 5-6 27,
Lefever 5-14 1-115, Deffendoll5-15 .c.-10 15, Johnston 1-7
3-4 6, Schoch 2-6 0-0 4, Kajmowicz 2-4 0-1 4, Manassab 0-0
1-2 1. Totals 35-78 18-31 94.
Halftime-Murray State 41, Evansville 34. 3-point goalsMSU 8-15 (Gallimore 6-5, Shelton 1-2, Cooper 1-3, Parker
1-5), Evansville 6-14 (Lefever 4-7, Deffendolll-1, Johnston
1-4, Eiker 0-2). Fouled out-Padgett. Rebounds-MSU 45
(Cadwellll), Evansville 53 (Padgett 21). Assists-MSU 21
(Cadwell, Parker, Cooper 5), Evansville 16 (Eiker, Lefever
4). Total fouls--MSU 22, Evansville 22. A-300.

Midsouth Classic scheduled
Two of the regions largest equestrian events are scheduled at
the West Kentucky Exposition Center Dec. 4 and 5.
The Murray State University Equestrian Team baa submitted
invitations to some of the nations most prominent collegiate
programs that represent 12 states. Representatives from several
colleges will take the field at 10 a.m. on Dec. 4 to mark the
opening of the 1993 Midsouth Classic Invitational Horse Show.
The Midsouth is noted for having some of the nation's most
_competitive collegiate riders. It will feature both hunt seat
(English saddle) and stock seat (western saddle) events.

Horse riders welcome

Razorbacka 93, Racers 67

The West Kentucky Exposition Center will hoet an open riding
session on Monday, Dec. 6. The general public is invited to bring
horses to the facility from 5 to 10 p.m. The first two hours are
reserved for inside arena riding only. Participants may use the
remaining time to practice specific events.
The open riding hours began after several area horse owners
expressed an interest in using the facility to practice riding in an
inside arena. The program is sponsored monthly by the Expo
Center at no charge as a service to the region.
For more information on open riding or any scheduled events
at the Center, call the building manager Mary Kay Kirks, at 7623125.

MSU(67)
Hoard 4-8 3-3 11, Moore 5-11 0-0 11, Teague 2-7 2-2 6,
Gumm 2-4 1-3 5, Brown 1-10 11-1213, Taylor 2-7 2-2 6,
Wilson 2..5 0-1 4, James 3-4 3-4 9, Rainey 0-2 0-0 0, Bussell
0-2 0-0 0, Carter 1-3 0-2 2. Totals 22-63 22-29 67.
ARKANSAS (93)
Williamson 6-9 1-3 13, Thurman f-.9 0-2 10, Stewart 3-8 0-.
0 6, Beck 3-5 4-6 10, McDaniel 3-8 0.0 7, Crawford 6-9 0-0
13, Rimae 1-3 2-2 5, Robinson 2-8 3-4 7, Dillard 2-6 S-5 9,
Biggersl-5 0-0 2, Wilson 1-2 3-4 5, Martin 0-1 0-0 0, Biley
0-3 2-2 2, Engakov 1-3 0-0 2, Merritt 0-0 2-2 2. Totals 33-79
20-30 93.
Halrume-Arkansas 50, Murray State 29. 3-point goals·
MSU 1-16 (Moore 1-4), Arkansas 7-19 (Dillard 2-5,
Thurman 2-3, McDaniell-2, Crawford 1-2, Rimae 1·2, Beck
0-1, Robinson 0-1, Biggers 0-1, Martin 0-1, Engskov 0-1).
Rebounds-MSU 39 (Hoard 8), Arkansas 49 (Robinson 7).
Assi.sts-MSU 11 (Brown 4), Arkansas 20 (Beck 6). Total
fouls-MSU 26, Arkansas 25. A-20,048,

FIT TO BE TIED
Senior Todd Slykuis, of Raleigh, Ill., wrestles his calf to the
ground during a rodeo last week at the West Kentucky
Expo Center.

Expo Center to host horse show

OVC Final Football Standings

.Approximately 200 competitors are expected to participate in a
registered quarter horse show Dec. 10-12 at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center. The show is sponsored by the American
Quarter Horse Association (AQHA).

All Games

Conference
w
L

W

L

Eastern Kentucky

8

0

8

3

Barrel racing will headline the ahow as it opens at 7 p.m. Dec.
10. A total of 79 classes will be featured throughout the threeday event which continues at 8 a.m. on Dec. 11 and 12. Other
classes include competition in showmanship, halter, trai.l,
western pleasure, reigning, poles, and roping events.

Tennessee Tech

7

1

8

3

Tennessee-Martin

5

3

6

5

Middle Tennessee St. 4

4

5

6

Murray State

4

4

4

This will be the second of five ahows to be held at the EXPO
Center during the regular season. Participants aocumulate
points to earn the right to compete in the annual AQHA National
Finals.

Tennessee State

4

4

4

Morehead State

2

6

3

Southeast Missouri St. 2

6

3

8

0

8

1

10

Austin Peay

The show is free and concessions will be available.

What did you say?
Bob Hoying, Ohio State quarterback as reported in Sports
Illustrated, after a 23-17 victory over Indiana on Nov. 13 clinched a
share of the Big Ten championship for the Buckeyes: •1•m really
happy for Coach Cooper and the guys who've been around here
six or seven years, especially our seniors:

_______
CIASSIFIEDS_ _
PERSONALS
Ben, you're my favorite topplngiCoty
Start practicing safe pontlflca·
Uontodayl
Perm, l'msogladthatyouhave
rejuvenated and revived from
your depression I Drugs.
Rob, Oh my Godl

· PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Heather T, get tired up, you're
onyourwayl Love your sisters
lnAr6.
Crackln' up Sou1hl
Pooldel The magic needle Ia
callng your nameI Hey I'OCH'IM,
why aren't girls spontaneaous??

Cody, you've been a great
friend this semester and I hope
you have a good breakl Mlk.

The sisters of tD: would like to
thank the brothers of :tX for
raklngouryatdl Weappntclate
your kind effortsI

Sales and production, we done
did have only one more was
werelssuel

The Apple • day keeps the
doctorawayl

Congrab.llatlons to the ArA
Novitiates on comple1lng your
pledgeshlpl We love you and
are proud of youl Love your
sisters In Alpha Gamma Delta.
Thanks AAD's we had a wonderful time carolllngl The sisters of AXA.

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL
JOBS. EARN $2,5()QhA0. +
TRAVB.. THE WORLD FREE
I { CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII,ASIAI). CRUISE
UNES NOW HIRING FOR
BUSY HOLIDAY, SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS.
LISTING SERVICE. CALL

(919) 929-4398 ext. 32.
GREEKS & CLUBS! RAISE
UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEKI For your fraternity,
eorortty & club. Plus $1 ,000 for
youraelfl And a FREET-SHIRT
juat for calling. 1·8()()-932·
0528, ext. 75.

Beta Psl'a, we are 10 proud ot
each and fWery one ot youl

CLUBS!
STUDENT
GROUPSI Ralee up to $500$1800 In leu than a week.
PI!JswtnatrtptoMTVSPRING
BREAK '9<4 and get a FREET·
SHIRT )ust tor caiHng. 1-800950-1039, ext. 65.

You're almost theta! We love
you and can't walt until SundayI

.

Etch, have you found yourboale
of cologne yet? My pillow Ia
waitlngl LE.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

• EXTRA INCOME '93• Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 Travel brochures. For
more Information send a self

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
lnclvki.tals and Student Organl·
zatlons wanted to promote the
Hottest Spt1ng Break OesUna·
tlons, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013.

S.O.S. SHRILL ALARM
screams louder than any human voice. A good way to call
for help. Send $14.95 plus
$3.95 S&H to Clime Preventlon Procilcts. RTE. 3 Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071.

ALASKASUMW:REMPLOY·
MENT·flshertes. Many eam
$2,000+/mo. In canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo on fishing
vessels. Many employers prov1de benefits. Get the ne<:es·
sary head start on next summer. For more Info. call: 1-206·
545-4155 ext a5538.

BUSINESS SERVICES

addressed starf1*1 envelope
to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2370,
Haleah, Fl33017-2370.
CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Stu·
dents needed I Earn $2,000..
monthly. Summer/holidays/
flulltlme. Wor1d travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Ded< Hands, Casino
Workers,etc. No experience
necessary. CALL (602) 6804647, Ext. C147.
BEACH or SKI Group Promater. Small orlargerg~.
Your's FREE., discounted or
CASH. Call CMI1-800~·

6264.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2.000+-/mo. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
compenles. Summer & Full
Time emplyment available •
Noexperience necessary. For
more Information call 1-206634-0468 ext c5538.

. A - -___

,

MISC.

~

....._.,_..-:~:-z....r--,

Fast and reliable typing serv-

Ices. Laserprinter; spell check.
Call435-4308.

'Tis the season
to be jolly.
Ho .. .
Ho .. .
Holiday
Greetings!
For only $1

FOR RENT
House for rent. 2 BR I BA near
MSU. 1605 College Farm
Road. $365/ Month 753-6380
leave •nessaoe.

~:.~ ~~ ;~~~ YmRffi WISHES THIS HOLIOH~ SEHSOn
RATES
WIItl MSU ID: 1St per word
~.,016\M~U ID: 20e per word
Over Twenty WordCW
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word
Without 'MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

TheMurray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfteds

Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PE?ISONAL.S
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HaP WANTED
LOST&FOUND

RIDES
MISC••
NOTICE

Let your family, friends and all of your
loved ones know how much you care.
For a limited time you can send a
ten-word personal message for only $1.
Offer expires Dec. 7
Mail or brinr c:uh or chec:k t.o:
Tho Murrny St.otc New"
Room 111 WilBOn H»ll
Murn1y. KY 42071

pecial Holiday Hours
Now thru Dec. 2'1

Monday-Friday 9 a .rn.-8 p.m.

Open weeknights ill 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.rn.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1 -5 p.m.

l1i111•1 iDIPIII~s·
Sorry, DO
minors after
9:30p.m.

-for a change
this holiday

For your

Saturday, Dec. 4

convenience,
an expanded
dining room ·

Universi

Plaza • Chestnut St.
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COMMITTEE

TUITION

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
funding figures for Kentucky
and surrounding states.

between the information gathered by the committee on each
department and the information the departments had, but
were never asked for. Some of
the chairmen claimed the task
force based their proposals on
incorrect information, which
they said could have been
avoided if the committee had
included them in the process.
Their lack of involvement in
the future of their programs
was hard to understand for
many chairs attending the
meeting. The task force was
also criticized for the criteria it
used to evaluate programs.
James Booth, provost and
vice president of academic and
student affairs, appointed the
task force.
wrhe task force did an excellent job," be said. "!'bey had a
difficult process to complete."
Yates said the University
bas tried to absorb $4 million
in budget cuts in the past few

A senior political science and
journalism major from Gurley,
Ala., Barnhill is no newcomer
to rallying. As University
affairs chairperson, she organized Murray State's efforts for
both the statewide sit-in this
semester and the rally in
Frankfort to protest tuition
increases last spring, which
Van Hom cited as reasons for
years.
"We finally realized that
we'd have to make changes,"
he said. "We had to look at
academic organizations. Are
there too ma.n y colleges and
departments?"
Booth said the issue would
have to involve discussion,
debate and compromise.
"We have to do what's best
for the University in the long
run," Booth said.

her appointment. But this project is different.
"We've fought a lot of battles
... but we've never gone to the
legislature as atudent governments and said, -rh.is is what
we want,'" Barnhill said. •1
would like to see this be eft'ective."
Wingate agreed that the
committee bas great potential
to influence legislators.
"We're just basically crying
out to the state legislature. We
need their help."

Good luck to the December graduates!

•'Jfui holiday itaion
.&e thankful{ot what
youfuwt and
ihau, with thou

-

Kappa Pledges,
Thanks fora
great rebeat and for aD tbe bard
-t .& work this semester!
Love, 'I1ie Sisters of
_ tDU~a Cni tJJe{ta

~

f

who dont.

l _

_

ongralu al ons

CORRECTIONS
• In the Nov. 23 issue of The
Mun-ay State News, Police
Beat said Marcus Jones had
been arrested. He was not
arrested, but served served
criminal summons.

to our n1e111bers selected lor

v

• In the same issue, new
admission standards set by the
Board of Regents were said the
be an ACT score of20. It is
actually 18.

Storey•s Sport ·stop
Buy - Sell - Trade

Page 11

Catherine Fra1ier leather Martin
Katherine Oakley lclrieaae Paakey
Christin Quint
Jeaailer MiUer
.. I .
,:to~.r ~'-'· ' ' ;-., -: GI.~J~J.tJI .

We now carry a full line of comics.

Just Arrived TOPPS Finest Baseball
Classic Basketball Draft Picks
Fleer Basketball
HOOPS Basketball ·
Fleer Flair Baseball
Upper Deck Basketball
Fleer Ultra Basketball

q

OFFICIIS'

I l l liVE

TIAIIIIG

CO IPS

Monday~ Friday

10 a.rn.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 12 a.m.-5 p.m.
502 Maple St.
759~1214

Congratulatio1 to Miss MSU eoatestants.
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam Every year Aimy
fees. They even pay a flat rate for textROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
books and supplies. You can also receive
of talented s·tudents. If you qualify, ---~-- an allowance of up to $1000 each
these merit-based scholarships can
school year the scholarship IS in
effect. Find out today if you qualify.
help you pay tuition and educational

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIRTEST COIJDiE COURSE YOU CD TilE.
For. more Information contact
Enroll in MIL 270, Contact Captain Dexter Henson At 762-4123

KeDeySeay
bride-elect of

Chad Work

cq0Y/,

has made her
gift selections
from Pler l's
Bridal Registry

.

~s

Looks like a
Vivarin night.

~.
~-+-~

'I>) 1-:
·: ~\...-1 ·

Pi1n•1 iD1PDI1s·

(:1/..v

University Plaza
12050 Chestnut • 753·1851

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!

Krls Harper
bride-elect of

Gary Buling
has made her
gift selections
from Pler l's
Bridal Registry

11illl'1 illllllll'tS·
University Plaza
12050 Chestnut • 753·1851

zCz-

Revive with VIVARIN~

- .--- --

:

--------------------~----
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~AY5 You.Nf!.~ ALL THE.' HUt YOCI <AN 6£.T•
I

THAr''5 WHY WE. OFFEJ. A ft.,ooo

(fU_~IT LINE.

AN~ NO ANNUAL Ffl. THEJ.f.., THAT
OCI6f1T TO IN<It.£.A5E.

YOCI~ <A5H FLOW.

If yOU ,O~i,T 60T IT_,

6LT IT~~

